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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two ntatementn about IPv4 and IPv6 packet fragmentation
are true?
A. The fixed header of an IPv6 packet can be fragmented.
B. An IPv6 hont can drop any fragmentn larger than 1440 byten.
C. The Extennion header of an IPv4 packet can be fragmented.
D. IPV6 fragmentation in performed on all devide in the
forwarding path.
E. An IPv4 hont can drop any fragmentn larger than 576 byten.
F. The extennion header of an IPV4 packet can be fragmented.
G. IPv6 fragmentation in performed only on the nource of the
traffic.
Answer: E,G

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company uses Dynamic 365 Marketing. The company uses a
third-party app to send email surveys to prospects to better
understand their business needs.
There is currently no link to prospect records and users report
that the survey management process is manual and is difficult
to manage.
You need to automate the survey process and streamline
collection and analysis of responses.
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.

NOTE: Each correct select is worth one point.
A. Create surveys in Dynamics 365 Marketing by using
Questionnaire.
B. Use Power Automate to automatically send Forms Pro surveys.
C. Create a survey form in Dynamics 365 Marketing and create a
campaign to send it to out and collect data.
D. Use Forms Pro to compile results from the existing
third-party app.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A three-tier application is being created to host small news
articles. The application is expected to serve millions of
users. When breaking news occurs, the site must handle very
large spikes in traffic without significantly impacting
database performance.
Which design meets these requirements while minimizing costs?
A. Use Amazon DynamoDB strongly consistent reads to adjust for
the increase in traffic
B. Use Auto Scaling groups to increase the size of the Amazon
RDS instances delivering the database
C. Use Amazon DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) to cache read
operations to the database
D. Use Auto Scaling groups to increase the number of Amazon EC2
instances delivering the web application
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A network administrator is troubleshooting an EIGRP connection
between RouterA, IP address 10.1.2.1, and RouterB, IP address
10.1.2.2.
Given the debug output on RouterA, which two statements are
true?
A. RouterA will form an adjacency with RouterB.
B. RouterA will not form an adjacency with RouterB.
C. RouterA received a hello packet with mismatched hello
timers.
D. RouterA received a hello packet with mismatched
authentication parameters.
E. RouterA received a hello packet with mismatched autonomous
system numbers.
F. RouterA received a hello packet with mismatched
metric-calculation mechanisms.
Answer: B,F
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